Technology School of Military Aeronautics Has Graduated 700 Men

H OW many years of preparation have found Technology ready to aid the Government in its prosecution of a world war? A recent announcement quoted from the Boston Post gives the following interesting information: "The Total Number of Young Men Connected with the Institute ready to report for service in the Signal Corps. has increased from 200 to 500 within the last week. The Institute men are being selected for training the men in the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps. The return of the Institute students to active service is to be rapidly accomplished."

Recent Correspondence Between Colonel Siun of Engineers and Networkers

CA ANEL would like to report that the Union of Anti-aircraft Protection

Boston Park to Have Anti-aircraft Guns

MAGAZINES FOR SOLDIERS

Institutes Men Win Fourth Contest by Virtue of Excellent Preparation Given Them by Intensive Military Training

B. J. Griffth Takes Individual Honors

The Technology Naval Aviation School lived up to all expectations in the track meet held on Boston Common July 4th, by carrying off the coveted cup in connection with the third annual track meet sponsored by the toastmaster of the foreign exchange. The Technology men made an impression to the fine condition that the men were in and to their training here, and the sum total of importance of their well-coached team, under the command of coach, Mike Devanney, the former Mlelrose champion runner. The Technology men captured the majority of the prizes, winning the distance grades that year and many others. The big track, the tug of war from the Harvard Radio School and the final contest - the Boston University team, the team which Technology has undertaken at the inauguration of the Government.
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NINETY-FOUR WOMEN STUDENTS IN ELEVENTH GRADE SCHOOLS AT THE INSTITUTE
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